CARE. When you're not there.
"Is Mom OK?"
SafeinHome is the only safety technology that
lets you find out anytime, anywhere right from
your smartphone, tablet or computer!

1-(855) is Mom OK

Why SafeinHome?
Peace of mind
You worry about Mom or Dad living alone. With SafeinHome you'll
know what's going on 24/7.

Saves time

SafeinHome has given us peace of mind. I believe that this type of
system is essential for those with elderly relatives. They desire their
independence and we need to feel comfortable with them continuing
to live alone.

Taking care of Mom takes time. SafeinHome lets you manage your
Mom's care on your schedule.

Carin A., Chino, CA

Seniors can live at home longer

I'd recommend SafeinHome because if I ever worry about my father, like
if he's not answering the phone, I can just check and see where he is.

Closer oversight helps seniors live safely at home which saves money.
Your Mom won't have to sell her home to pay for care.

Justin P., Walnut Creek, CA

info@SafeinHome.com

1-(855) isMom OK (1-855-476-6665)

What's happening at Mom's when you're not there?
With SafeinHome, you'll know - anytime, anywhere.

Wake up?
Up and about?

Door left open?

Caregiver

Too hot? Too cold?
Keys gone?
Missed Pills?

Falls?

Kitchen?
Stove left on?

12:00am

NOON

Emergency?

11:59pm

How it Works
• Small sensors in the senior’s home transmit activity data to family
members’ mobile devices or computers
• Customized Alerts let you know if anything is out of the ordinary
• No need for internet or a separate phone line
• SafeinHome offers an emergency call button, just in case

Alert Example
1-(855) isMom OK (1-855-476-6665)
Mon, Dec. 16 12 PM

Monday removed
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